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Introduction to Stories Workbook

Inside the covers of this book you will find a variety of stories that reflect Labradors
traditions and heritage.
It is very important to preserve and pass on that which is valuable to so many. These
stories are meant to enhance the understanding of our younger generation while creating a
greater appreciation for our province and its culture.
We trust that this workbook will prove to be a valuable tool in achieving your learning
objectives and goals. Good Luck and Best Wishes.
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A Traditional Christmas
As many of our older generation recall, Christmas years ago was quite different than that of
today. There was no such thing as Christmas lights, fancy decorations or buying gifts weeks
in advance. There were no stores around and very little money, what money there was had
to be kept for food and other necessities. Therefore everything that was given had to be
homemade. Although Christmas was on a much smaller scale than it is today, still everyone
anticipated the excitement of the holidays.
On Christmas Eve, what family members that could possibly go, was off to the woods to find
the nicest tree that they could find. Once the tree was cut it was brought home and put
behind the old wood stove to thaw the ice and snow off it. While the tree was thawing out,
supper was prepared. The traditional Christmas Eve supper was "baked salt cod fish". The
biggest cod fish caught during the fishing season was always kept for the special
celebrations, because it was a very special treat. Later that night the tree was to be
decorated. The decorations were not as fancy as you see them today. Most things were
homemade. The tree bells were cut from egg cartons and covered with coloured crepe
paper, tiny bow-like decorations were made from candy wrappers that was saved over a
period of time and sometimes they would use old Christmas cards from years gone by.
Nevertheless, once the trimming was complete, nothing looked as beautiful as the
Christmas tree.
Now it was time for all kids to be off to bed. They were told that Santa Claus would not
come while they were still awake. They would be so excited that it would take them hours
to get to sleep. Once they were asleep, the stockings were filled with all sorts of goodies
and homemade toys for the children.
At last the long awaited Christmas morning had come. The kids would rush downstairs to
get their stockings and toys. Each kid would receive such things as socks, mitts, sometimes
a new pair of hairy legged sealskin boots, if they needed boots. The little girls would
sometimes get dolls that they were given the year before but they would be dressed in new
dolls clothes made by their moms. The little boys would get little boats or something which
their dads carved out of wood for them. In the toe of their stocking they may get an apple
or an orange, some homemade molasses candy, a piece of molasses cake, and if they were
fortunate enough they sometimes would get some peppermint nobs.
The kids did not ask and neither did they expect to receive big expensive gifts, but always
greatly appreciated and enjoyed every little thing they were given.
For the Christmas dinner it was some sort of baked wild meat such as goose, duck,
partridge or rabbit along with cooked vegetables, puddings and partridge berry or bakeapple
pie for dessert. It was a delicious meal that was enjoyed by everyone around the table.
Once dinner was finished and the dishes was cleaned up it was time for some visiting.
Visiting was always an important part of life in the old days, especially during Christmas. It
was always a pleasure to see someone come visit and have a cup of tea.

As the Christmas spirit continued during the holidays much fun was had when it came
janny-time. Jannying was the fun of Christmas back then. It was a time when people would
try to disguise themselves by dressing up in old clothes and something to cover their faces.
They would go from house to house for the fun of it, singing, laughing and having a great
time. During Christmas, people also had fun out carolling, playing games like "Blind Man's
Bluff", "Any Fish Here Uncle Joe", "The Fox and the Rabbit" and "Come and Sit Here". There
was no such thing as being bored, people made their own fun and had fun doing it.
This was the atmosphere throughout the Christmas season, as long as everyone was
healthy, everyone was happy.

1. Answer the following questions.
a. How is the "Traditional Christmas" different from Christmas today?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
b. What kind of Christmas would you prefer? Why?
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

2. Put the words in order so that each sentence makes sense. Don't forget capital
letters and periods.

a. eve salt the fish christmas cod baked was supper traditional
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________

b. toys the rush stockings get would downstairs kids their to and
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
c. delicious the table was everyone it meal a that around enjoyed was by
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
d. tea someone a always it pleasure and visit a was see to come of cup have
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
e. being fun thing people own made had such there no was their and it fun as bored
doing

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
3. When dividing compound words into syllables, divide them first into two smaller
words, such as: up stairs. Then look for syllables in the smaller words.
Divide the following compound words into syllables:
sealskin

homemade

sometimes

peppermint

downstairs

bakeapple

everyone

partridge

_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
4. Write the following words in alphabetical order:
christmas

family

decorations

homemade

traditional

bells

cards

tree

janning

happy

visiting

appreciate

dinner

toys

gifts

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

"What you do today is important because you are exchanging a day of your life for
it. When tomorrow comes, this day will be gone forever; in its place will be
something that you have left behind...let it be something good."

Traditional Labrador Quilt
Many people in Labrador express their culture by making a quilt. Each hand embroidered
design shows the way of life people lived or used to live in communities along the Labrador
coast.
The following is a basic outline of how to make a Labrador quilt.
•

Cut out 40, 10" x 10" white blocks. Then outline with a transfer which includes one of
the Labrador designs and neatly embroider it to perfection.

•

Cut 40 plain blocks, these are usually green or blue the color of the green or blue in
the Labrador flag. These are used outside the white embroidered blocks, some of
which is cut in half to make the straight edge on the quilt.

•

Cut one block 24" x 24" for the center, this block has the Labrador flag and the letters
LABRADOR embroidered on it.

•

Next, cut out approximately 140 4" x 4" squares and fold them twice comer ways, then
iron them to make a neat triangle. When all these triangles are sewed to the edge of the
quilt, it makes the border.

•

Once the quilt is put together, the flannelette, batting and the top of the quilt, it's
ready to be put in a frame. Then the quilt is put into a frame to be quilted, this is all
done by hand with needle and thread. Most people use a thimble, and take all three
layers of the quilt and stitch back and forth, with stitches as close as you can get
them. This helps keep the quilt together.

1. Choose the Correct Answer
a. A thimble is a
o
o
o

covering for the thumb
cookie
cover worn on the finger to push the needle when sewing

b. When a person is stitching a quilt, stitching means to
o
o
o

leave a portion of thread in the material
have a sharp pain in the side
join with staples

c. When you make a design, it means
o
o
o

to take a picture of something

to finish a product
an outline showing the main features of something

d. When you have a border on a quilt this means to
o
o
o
o

live on the edge of a quilt
have a design at the edge of a fabric or rug

have a stranger stay at your house
The picture below is a Traditional Labrador quilt.

William's Harbour Heritage Sled Dog Race
Sled dog races are common during the Winter months in Labrador. William's Harbour, with a
population of approximately 65 people, is the host for the annual William's Harbour Heritage
Sled Dog Race.
Individuals in the town and surrounding areas can participate with a team of eight dogs,
maximum and must finish the race with a minimum of five dogs. All teams in this race start
in William's Harbour and go to St. Lewis, Mary's Harbour and then to Port Hope Simpson for
the night. The following morning all teams are ready to continue the race and head for
Charlottetown, Pinsent's Ann and back to William's Harbour.

A record is kept of each participants time. The fastest team throughout the overall race wins
the following prizes:
•
•
•

First place
Second place
Third place

$1000.00
$ 500.00
$ 250.00

And $100.00 is given to each individual for participation, if they complete the race.
A designated person accompanies each team in the race to take a dog if they are tangled or
cannot continue the race. This race is a cultural event for the southeast Labrador region and
residents along the coast would like to see it continue for generations to come.

Match the word on the right with their meaning.
(a) to be a part of a group

Population

(b) total number of people in a town

Record

(c) to keep track of something in writing

Team

(d) to choose a person for a specific job

Designate

2. Find the meaning of this word and write a sentence.
Individual:

____________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Messages sent by Radio Telephone
Before the communities on the south coast of Labrador had telephone services to
communicate from town to town, they had to rely on a radio telephone known as the RT
set. One of these sets were placed in most communities along the coast and when a person
wanted to send a message, telegram or even place an order from a catalogue they would
have do it by radio telephone.
The person in charge would have to radio White Point near Mary's Harbour, Labrador. This
was the main site on the coast and they would broadcast the message to the place you
wanted it sent to. This was the only way that families were informed of the condition of
family members that were at the hospital, when a child was born, or to inform friends and
family that someone had died.

1. Match the words listed with its meaning.
(a) Communicate

___

a message sent by telegraph.

(b) Telegram

___

the state or situation of a person
or thing.

(c) Inform

___

a written or spoken
communication delivered.

(d) Message

___

a means of sending information or
messages.

(e) Broadcast

___

to give information of a fact or
circumstances.

(f) Condition

___

to send over a wide area by radio
or television.

2. Below is a list of singular words, make the plural for each. One is already done for you.
Singular Words

Plural Words

Person

people

Community

__________________________

Service

__________________________

Family

__________________________

Friend

__________________________

Northern Lights

Aurora Borealis or Northern Lights are brilliant scientific appearances of glowing or flickering
natural lights seen at night in northern skies. Its flicking frost-white beams and the everchanging colours move as if being blown around in the wind. They glow much like charged
particles in a fluorescent tube. Northern lights occur most frequently in the far northern
regions. They occur often in September, October, March and April about seventy miles
above the earth's surface and are sometimes several times that in height.
In Labrador, people are able to view the beautiful rays of northern lights more than 100
nights a year, while in Newfoundland they can be seen more than 30 nights a year. There
are many different kinds of auroral displays or northern lights as we call them. Some are in
an arc shape that extends for hundreds of miles while others look like long thin rays that
form curtains of light. In colour they range from mainly greens and golds to beautiful
displays of purples and reds.
Some people believe that the northern lights are solar wind particles that collide with
oxygen and nitrogen in the earth's upper atmosphere letting off gases and the colour was
determined by the height at which the collision occurred.
It is a delight indeed to view such a beautiful sight to behold on a cool, clear night. To see
the lights dance, change colour and be drawn down from the sky as you whistle to them is
breathtaking. Even though there are many different concepts of the northern lights they still
maintain the interest of poets and artists.

Word Ladders. Use the following words to build a word ladder. The first two are done for you.
Northern

Aurora

Labrador

Beautiful

Lights

Colours

Glow

Night

Whistle

Poets

Atmosphere

Displays

Dance

April

Sky

Scientific

Berry Picking in Labrador
A few years ago, people in Labrador went berry picking every chance they could. They
would have all kinds of berries for the winter, for jam and to make filling for their pies. They
would usually pick enough berries of the one kind to last until they ripen again the next
year. The most common berries were blueberries, black berries, partridge berries and of
course the bakeapples, also known as the cloud berry.

Sometimes a group would take a full day and get together and go berry picking by boat.
They would take their lunch and of course, have a boil up, this was what made it so
enjoyable. When they would get home, all of the containers, buckets whatever they could
find would be full.
When the partridge berries were ripe, many people would take flour bags when they would
go berry picking to put their berries in. They would use a smaller container or himper as
they would call it and when they would get the dipper full, they would start filling the flour
bags. They would come from berry pickin' with sacks of partridge berries for the winter.
Blueberries, blackberries and bakeapples were kept in bottles and steamed to keep for the
winter, while partridge berries were kept in three or five gallon buckets in the sheds,
because these berries aren't as easy to spoil.
Berry picking is way of living in Labrador, and is not looked at as a task, but very much
enjoyed by those who take part.
1. A compound word is two words which makes up one new word. Divide the following
compound words to make two smaller words.
Blueberries

_______________

_______________

Bakeapples

_______________

_______________

Partridge

_______________

_______________

Blackberry

_______________

_______________

Sometimes

_______________

_______________

2. Have you ever been berry picking? If yes, write a few sentences telling about it.
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

The Time
A few years ago, a dance was often referred to as 'the time'. The dance which was usually
held in someone's kitchen didn't take long to prepare for. The table was pushed back and
the stove was put outdoors to make space to do some 'scuffin'.
The music was a fiddle, accordion, mouth organ or spoons. Once everyone arrived the
music started and anyone who could sing a song or play a jig would do so.
"Dances are not like they used to be, we used to dance the old fashion way but the way
people dances now, I don't call that dancing," that's what the older folks say when you talk
to them. Every one would be involved in the square and step dancing, with the men trying
to outdo the women. Everyone enjoyed "the time" and wouldn't miss it for anything. After
the dancing was over the table and stove was put back in place.

1. Match a word for each meaning in the text
(a) another word for dancing

'scuffin'

(b) 'the time' which also means

jigs

(c) traditional songs

older folks

(d) elderly people

dance

Hunting and Trapping
In the early days of our ancestors, hunting and trapping were the main means of survival in
Labrador. It became a way of life and when the children came to the age of 12 to 14 years,
they were expected to get out on the trap lines with their fathers to help earn a living, as
there was no school for the children to attend. The trapping season would begin in the fall
and last until spring. When the men left in the fall for the trapping grounds the family left
behind knew that they might not see each other until Christmas.
The trappers would trap mink, otter, fox, martin, beaver, muskrat, lynx, weasel and
squirrel. The prices of the different kinds of fur varied depending on the quality and the kind
of fur it was. All fur was sold for money which was used to buy supplies and food that one
needed to live on.
During the trappers time away from home on the trap line, which was a month or two at a
time, they worked very hard. During spring and fall they travelled by foot carrying their
tents, camp stoves and grub bags on their backs. If they had to cross over lakes or rivers
they used canoes, which they carried on their backs as well. During the winter months they
used snowshoes to help them to be better able to walk in snow and they used hand made
sleds to haul their tents, camp stoves and grub bags. The trappers who had dog-teams
would use them to help haul the heavy load. The trappers travelled until dark, then they
stopped for the night, set up the canvas tent and cut firewood. They kept the fire in all night
because they didn't have blankets to wrap themselves in.
They would cut bou ghs to put down as a floor to lie on. When they were all settled for the
night then they would cook up a good ole "scoff" with some of the fresh wild meats that
they killed during the day. This would be the main meal of the day because while they
hunted there was no time for cooking big meals. Maybe they would have a "boil-up" or two
along the way. For food they carried some flour, baking powder, salt, sugar, tea, fat pork
and hard bread. Sometimes they would fry "gandies" when they boiled up.
Nevertheless, when the day was done and the scoff was finished the trappers all settled
down for a good nights rest. After all, they were anxiously awaiting another good day of
trapping once dawn was in sight.

1. Answer the following questions:
a. How long did the trapping season normally last?_____________________
_______________________________________________________________
b. What kind of animals did the trappers kill? _________________________
_______________________________________________________________
c. What did the trappers use the money for that they got for their fur?
_______________________________________________________________
2. Write a definition for the following words:
a. Scoff: ______________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
b. Boil-up: ____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
c. Gandies: ___________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________

"Your attitude is what determines where you go in life."

Cool Icebergs

One of the best places in the world to view icebergs is along the coast of Newfoundland and
Labrador. The cold Labrador waters are often filled with icebergs that break off glaciers in
the high arctic. Most icebergs that drift to the coast have drifted south from Greenland. It
takes 1-2 years for these big icebergs to drift this far south.
About seven-eighths of an iceberg is under water, which means when you see an iceberg, it
is seven times larger under water than what you can see. The part under water is called the
keel, sometimes it is so big underwater it runs aground. When an iceberg runs aground in
high winds, it breaks into smaller icebergs or it can take months to melt.
Icebergs come in all shapes and sizes and are very dangerous for ships. A large iceberg isn't
as dangerous as a smaller one whereas ships can spot them on radar. The smaller icebergs
and bergy bits - anything from the size of a car to that of a large house, pose a greater
danger because radars may not pick them up.
Icebergs were a major problem for fishermen, especially for the cod and salmon fishery,
because of the nets and traps that were in the water. The large icebergs would take the
nets and traps and do a lot of damage by tearing them up.

1. The following is parts of sentences from the text, put the sentences in order according to
the text.
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

The part under water is called the keel...
Icebergs come in all shapes and sizes...
Icebergs were a major problem for fishermen...
One of the best places in the world to view icebergs...
When an iceberg runs aground in high winds...
The cold Labrador waters are often filled with icebergs...
Sometimes it is so big underwater it runs aground...

Seal Hunting
"Things are not like they used to be", that's the phrase you hear when you speak to many
of the older seal hunters as they tell their stories of when they were younger. A smile would
appear on their faces as they told the tales of hunting seals.
Seal hunters would hunt seals by going out on the ice and killing them with a rifle. In the
Fall before freeze-up many sealers would set their nets for seals, pull up their boat and
turn it bottom up for the night. Boats were turned over so they wouldn't be frozen in the ice
the next day.
They would launch their boats, many times hauling them over large sheets of ice before
they came to the water. They haul their nets and then cleaned their catch. A special knife
was used to remove the fat from the sealskins called a ulu.

When all the seals were cleaned, each sealskin was cleaned. The seal skins (known as seal
pelts) were usually sold to make clothing such as sealskin boots, mitts and coats, and is
known to be very warm. The meat would be used for food and many times it would be given
to friends and family or whoever wanted some. The remainder was used for food for the
dogs.

1. Find a word in the story for each meaning.
(a) something made from animal skins

___________________

(b) when you have something leftover

___________________

(c) extremely cold

___________________

(d) an expression

___________________

(e) to carry or pull something

___________________

2. Finish these Word Math additions and write a sentence for each new word. The ending of
the words is called a suffix.

a. hunt + ers = _______________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

b. remain + der = ______________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
c. clean + ed = ______________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
d. turn + ed = ______________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
e. clean + ing = ______________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3. Put these words in alphabetical order.
Fall

Haul

Family

Seal

Fat

Water

Phrase

Clean

Smile

Knife

Food

Over

Dogs

Ulu

Food

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

The Labrador Husky Dog Team
A good team of dogs was a prized possession back in the days of our ancestors. The folks
who well looked after and cared for their dogs always seemed to have the best team. People
used five or six dogs at once to make up a team. The leader of the team most often was a
female. Spring was the best time for rearing pups because by the time fall came and snow
was on the ground, the pups would be old enough to "break in." It required a great deal of
time, patience and hard work to raise a good team of dogs. Nevertheless in those days the
people and their dogs were inseparable.
In the winter the dogs would be fed once a day usually in the evening. Some people would
have seal from their catch in the fall kept frozen for the dogs feed. In the summer they
would have salted caplin, herring and cods' heads mixed with a boiler of cooked flour or com
meal.
With the fishing season being in full swing during the summer there was very little time
spent caring for the dogs. The dogs didn't work like they did in the winter time, usually they
were left to roam the islands. As the fishermen would go to and from their fishing gear the
dogs would know the sound of their masters boat engine and they would begin the howling
song. When one dog started howling every dog on the island would start. People would call
them the Labrador Band.
A husky dog team was essential for survival years ago. They were very strong dogs and
without them man's work certainly would have been much more difficult. Man depended on
them for many reasons. It was the only form of transportation known.
During the winter months the dogs were used for hauling firewood and logs. Sometimes
trappers would use them in the country to haul their food and hunting gear as well as their
catch of fur. Years ago there weren't any stores nearby, so when there was a shortage of
food men would harness up the dog team and travel to either Battle Harbour, Rexon's Cove
or sometimes Cartwright for groceries. The first nurse and doctor to travel the Labrador
Coast travelled by dog team. The first letter mail received was brought by dog team. It was
also said that dogs were known to bring people back home and even save lives while being
lost in severe snowstorms.
Today, the husky dogs are still around, but are mainly used for pleasure. Dog teams are not
so much a necessity as they were years ago because people have more modem ways to
travel and get their work done. During community sports days the dog team races are the
highlight of the day. People gather from nearby communities just to see the dogs race and
who would have the best team. It is an event that was always enjoyed by the young and old
alike.

1. Put the following words in alphabetical order.
Winter

Races

Dog

Ancestors

Pups

Firewood

Master

Trappers

Harness

Labrador

Team

Sports

Husky

Leader

Country

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

2. Using a dictionary, write the definitions for the following words.
a. Leader ____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
b. Team _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
c. Ancestors __________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
d. Pleasure ___________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Labrador Winter Games
The Labrador Winter Games was developed in 1982. The first Labrador Winter Games was
held in 1983 and is scheduled to take place every three years. The purpose for the games is
to:
•
•
•

promote the development of sport and recreation programs throughout the
communities of Labrador.
encourage, promote and enhance cooperation and understanding among all people
of the region.
revive and encourage the development of traditional sports and activities associated
with the traditional lifestyle of the region.

As a sporting and cultural event, the Labrador Winter Games are truly unique to the
province. The Games not only provide the opportunity for the regions to come together and
participate, but also provide the opportunity for communities to be truly competitive.
A very important ingredient for the Labrador Winter Games is there are no age barriers. Due
to the types of sports involved, it is possible for participants of all ages to successfully
participate. This may mean, as it has been the case in past years, the involvement of a
thirteen-year-old snowshoe racer competing against a sixty-year-old snowshoe racer.

The Labrador Winter Games Logo
The Labrador Winter Games has its own Logo which includes the recognizable colors of the
Labrador Flag. Each color symbolizes the uniqueness of Labrador. The sea (blue) where a
large portion of Labradorians make their living and the land (green) which plays an
important part of Labrador life. The green and blue being partly covered by a snowflake is a
symbol of Labrador's significant season, winter. The curve in the colors represents the
mountainous areas of Labrador and the winter sports which is associated with this area.

1. Match the words on the right with its meaning.
a. A symbol to represent a group or organization

curve

b. A bending line without angles

portion

c. A part of the total amount

logo

d. An object used to represent something

Official Labrador

Winter Games Song -- SPIRIT OF THE NORTH
1. Up and down the coastline, they come from miles around,

Churchill Falls, Rigolet, Nain and Charlottetown.
From L 'anse au Clair and Sheshashit, Postville and Forteau
From everywhere in this Big Land,
Challenging the snow.
LABRADOR, LABRADOR
We're all rooting for you
We love you.
LABRADOR, LABRADOR
We're all rooting for, you.
LABRADOR.

2. We all come together, on this Winters day,

The Torch is passed, the Flame is lit, the Games are underway.
We'll all try our best to win, we know that we can't lose,
'Cause the SPIRIT OF THE NORTH'S alive,
Tell the world the news.

3. We accept the challenge, everyone has fun,

Bringing us together, making this land one.
Standing here, hand in hand, for all the world to see,
The SPIRIT OF THE NORTH'S alive,
The true North strong and free.

2. Write another verse to the song or a poem about the Labrador Winter Games

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Sports at the Labrador Winter Games
The sports at the Labrador Winter Games include traditional activities such as Dog Team
Races, Target Shooting, Snowmobile Races, Snowshoe Biathlon, Labrathon, Northern
Triathlon and the Northern Games. Sports, such as Volleyball, Darts, Ball Hockey, Cross
Country Skiing and Table Tennis are also played.
The E.J. Broomfield Memorial Labrathon known as the Labrathon has a unique history in
that the event was conceived by the late Elbert Broomfield, upon request of the 1983
Labrador Winter Games Committee. Ebert's goal was to come up with an event that would
test the skills of a traditional Labrador Trapper, the Labrathon. Athletes are requested to
dress in traditional trappers garb to enhance the event.
The course covers a distance of approximately 400 meters with four trail stops referred to
as tilts (Labrador term for trapper's cabins). At the sound of a starting pistol, competitors
advance from the start line and start to load and lash his/her equipment on a toboggan.
The competitors then head off on snowshoes to Tilt # 1.
Tilt # 1
The competitor lights a fire and boils a kettle which is filled with snow. As soon as the kettle
boils, the competitor extinguishes his/her fire and continues on to Tilt # 2.
Tilt # 2
The competitor arrives to a firing line where he/she will shoot five rounds from a .22 caliber
rifle at a distance of 30 yards at a target. A one minute penalty will be assessed for each
target missed.
Tilt # 3
The competitor must saw through a log with a bow saw. He/she then must stap le a trap
onto another log and set the trap. They then have to lash their equipment on the sled and
continue on to Tilt # 4.
Tilt # 4
The competitor unlashes his/her ice chisel or axe and cuts a 4 inch hole in the ice.
Competitor relashes his/her equipment and proceeds to the finish line.

3. Write a paragraph to explain the Labrathon.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

4. Write a few sentences describing what you think of the Labrador Winter Games.
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
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Hospital Services
Not many years ago, in the more remote parts of Newfoundland and on the coast of
Labrador, there were no doctors or nurses. For healing, the people depended upon
traditional cures, older women who worked charms and remedies made to meet the needs
of the moment. The need for skilful physicians was crucial.
In 1892 the British medical missionary, Dr. Wilfred Grenfell, came to Newfoundland to work
among the Newfoundland and Labrador fishermen. Upon his arrival he became aware of the
desperate need of hospital services in northern Newfoundland and along the Labrador coast.
In 1893 through a lot of dedication, hard work and fund raising, he built a hospital at Battle
Harbour and Indian Harbour, Labrador. Over the next thirty years Grenfell organized a
number of hospitals and nursing stations for northern Newfoundland and Labrador. In 1905
a hospital was built at St. Anthony, which eventually became the main medical centre for
Northern Newfoundland and the Labrador Coast.
For years the doctors and nurses at the Battle Harbour hospital were responsible for
delivering medical care to surrounding communities. It was in the fall of 1930 that a
dreadful fire caused by a discarded cigarette destroyed the hospital and many other
buildings in the town. Construction had already been started on a new hospital at nearby St.
Mary's River which is now Mary's Harbour. Some of the hospital equipment had already
been moved, but a lot of medical supplies and furniture was lost in the blaze.
Once the Mary's Harbour hospital was in operation, the surrounding coastal communities
depended upon the nursing staff there for medical care. During winter, nurses and doctors
travelled the coast by dog team to bring medical services to the people. During summer
they travelled by boat. They would make three or four trips during a year. If there were
emergencies or serious sicknesses the patient would be brought by dog team or by boat to
the hospital in Mary's Harbour. This trip often took hours depending on weather conditions
and the distance of travel. Emergency patients were referred to the Grenfell hospital at St.
Anthony for further treatment.
In most communities when women were having children the older women of the town were
called to help deliver the baby. There were no hospital or clinic to go to so the babies were
born in the home. The older women who delivered babies were called midwives. Most
midwives had no training, they had to take chances and trust that what they were doing
was the best for the mother and baby. If they thought there might be trouble they would
send a message to get a doctor. Again the doctor had to travel by dog team which took a
considerable amount of time, although in most cases in the end everything would turn out
as everyone had hoped.
Today medical services have improved considerably. There are several nursing clinics along
the coast. Doctors and dentists visits regularly from Grenfell Regional Health Services in St.
Anthony. Emergencies are flown by plane to the hospital.

1. From the different careers listed below, explain what type of work each one does. For
example: Pilots fly air planes and helicopters. (A dictionary may help).

(a) A Physician: _____________________________________________________
(b) A Missionary: ____________________________________________________
(c) A Nurse: ________________________________________________________
(d) A Dentist: _______________________________________________________

2. Use the following words to find smaller words using the clues listed.
Newfoundland

Eventually

Treatment

Northern

Organized

Already

(a) A five letter word that rhymes with eat. ________________________________
(b) A five letter word that is the opposite of South. _________________________
(c) A four letter word that rhymes with hand. ______________________________
(d) A five letter word that is a musical instrument. __________________________
(e) A four letter word that rhymes with need. ______________________________

Sewing Machines
The pictures below show two types of sewing machines, known as the foot machine and the
hand machine. Not many of these sewing machines are used today, most people that sew
use electric sewing machines.
Many people on the Labrador coast had to make their own clothing, the reason being that
there wasn't much money to buy the clothes they needed and even when they had money,
there was no clothing store to go to buy clothes. Usually it was the mothers and
grandmothers who did the sewing, which included coats, pants, dresses, quilts, sheets,
curtains and underwear. They would buy cotton material, which was known as calico, plain
white unbleached cotton and in later years they were able to buy some flannelette.

1. Choose the correct answer.
a. Many people on the coast made their own clothing because
o
o
o

the stores were closed
there wasn't enough money to buy clothes
they liked to keep busy

b. Which kind of sewing machine is more likely to be used today.
o
o
o

hand sewing machine
electric sewing machine
foot sewing machine

2. Do you sew on a sewing machine or get someone to sew for you? Write a paragraph
explaining how you get your sewing done. (Do you do it yourself or get someone to
do it for you, etc.)

______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

Yesterday's School Days
Schooling in the past was quite different than today. There wasn't a teacher for every grade
or even a classroom. School was often a one-room school with one teacher to teach all
grades. There was no electricity, so there were no furnaces or hot and cold water. For heat
they used a small pot-bellied stove and the students would take turns bringing wood each
morning to keep the fire burning during the day. To use the toilet, students had to go
outdoors to an outhouse just next to the school.
The teacher would teach the basic courses such as reading, writing and arithmetic or math
as we call it today. Instead of exercise books the students would have what they called
slates or little blackboards. When they had the slate filled with their writings the teacher
would check to see how well they had their work done, give him/her a grad e and erase the
work and student would begin again.
If the students misbehaved there was punishment to endure. A serious problem back then
was chewing gum in class or whispering to a classmate or not doing your homework. If a
student was caught guilty of those circumstances they would have to stand in the comer
with hands raised above their heads holding books. Sometimes they even 'got the strap' on
the hands and it was no flick, it hurt!
There was no law that said children had to attend school. The children that did go to school
probably didn't start until age seven or eight and sometimes older. The importance of an
education was not stressed.
As well there was always a problem of being able to keep a teacher in the one community
more than three or four months at a time. Either they had to leave to go teach other places,
because at that time teachers were so few or because the government could not afford to
pay them. Thus, making it very difficult to keep the children interested in going to school.
As well, when spring came and people were able to get to their outside fishing villages in
April or May, they would take their children out of school and move outside. The children

would probably lose two or three months of school and again in the fall because normally
school would start in September. If the fishermen didn't finish fishing until November the
children lost another two months of school. This was the normal thing back then. So they
certainly didn't get a good quality education, just the basics if they were even fortunate
enough for that.
People could survive without an education then, so it wasn't considered important. Children
would begin helping their parents at a very early age. The type of work they did, did not
require an education. The boys would help in the woods and go hunting, while the girls
would help their moms with the house work or try to get a job as a servant girl. Everyone
was satisfied as long as they were able to get by with the little they had.
Do some research on schools in the past and compare the differences with the school
system of today' s society.

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
"Believe in yourself. You gain strength, courage and confidence by every
experience in which you stop to look fear in the face...
You must do that which you think you cannot do. "

Snowmobile Trails
Snowmobiling is a way of transportation and a source of recreation in the communities
along the Labrador coast. During winter, this is the only source of transportation in the town
for individuals to go to work, church or store etc. The roads in the area are not cleared in
the winter, therefore cars and trucks are not used in most of the small towns on the coast.
In winter, many residents travel the trails which are groomed for travelers to enjoy their
ride. The ponds and lakes contain lots of reflective markers to guide the travelers on their
way as well as letting travelers know the ice is safe to go on.
Many individuals go to their cabin getaways on weekends to go ice fishing or to enjoy a
leisure snowmobile ride in the woods, while others may take the trails to go to a
neighboring town to visit with friends or family. Whatever the reason, residents from the
coast enjoy being outside on their snowmobile.

1. Math Builder make New Words by adding er and write a sentence using your new
word.

a. Work + er = _______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
b. Mark + er = _______________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

c. Groom + er = __________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
2. A compound word is two words combined to make a new word. The following is a list of
compound words.

Snow + mobile = snowmobile
Day + light = daylight
Good + night = goodnight
In the list below write some compound words you know.

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

_________________________________

The Wedding
A few years ago when a couple were to be married the date was set and the announcement
was made. Plans got on the way, the wedding rings and dress was ordered from the Eaton's
catalogue if the couple could afford it. The prices were a little less expensive than they are
today. A wedding dress cost around $50.00 and for a set of wedding rings it was around
$25.00. If for some reason the dress could not be bought new, then the bride would buy
one that was second-hand or borrow from a friend or relative. Sometimes they would even
borrow the wedding rings for the marriage ceremony. If there wasn't either church or school
in the community, the clergy married the couple in the home of a family member or friend.
There was always a traditional belief that the bride had to wear something old, something
new, something borrowed and something blue.
Finally the big day had arrived. Everyone came from far and near to see the happy couple
married. Back then, everyone was invited to a wedding celebration and everyone helped
prepare the food. There was no such thing as cold plates or cooked dinners for the meal, it
was mostly pies, cakes and cookies with a cup of tea or coffee. During refreshments, many
people enjoyed a few good old jokes as people took turns telling them around the table.
At last it was time for some toe-tappin dancin. Everything was put to one side, the table,
stove and whatever was in the way. Everyone enjoyed the music of a button accordion, the
jigs and the square dancin. The wedding celebrations were lasting memories for all who
came.

1. Unscramble the words below.
a. dimef ___________________________
b. hcurhc __________________________
c. diwnegd _________________________
d. epsenxiev ________________________

2. For each word below write another word that sounds the same but spelled different.
a. Wear ____________________________
b. Some ___________________________
c. For _____________________________
d. See ____________________________
e. Set ____________________________

"Only those who aim for excellence achieve it "

Rabbits and Partridges
It's a winter tradition for many people in Labrador to hunt rabbits and partridges for food.
When the season for the species opens, the snares are set for rabbits and many will go
partridge hunting. The hunters are mostly men and young boys, but there are a few women
that enjoy this traditional hunting game.
Hunters go hunting for partridges on route to their snares. They usually check their snares
three times a week. Once the hunter brings home his catch, it is then cleaned and ready to
cook and eat. Rabbits and partridges make a great traditional Labrador soup or stew.
When hunters catch a large amount of rabbits and partridges, they bottle or freeze it for
another time. Some people fry partridges and rabbits or bake them with a cooked dinner
with puddings, salt beef, vegetables and all the trimmings.

1. Match the words with its meaning.
a. a regular round of stops

catch

b. to grab or capture

route

c. there are four of these in a year

hunt

d. to chase or search for

season

Fishing Years Ago
The task of fishing was not easy for any fisherman, young or old. Much time was spent
mending gear, painting boats and preparing for the long summer of hard work. For gear
they used salmon nets for the salmon fishery, to catch cod they used cod traps, gill nets,
trawl and jiggers. The preparation began during winter months when the men gathered in
their twine sheds to mend the damaged fishing gear and to make some new ones. Once the
warm spring weather came, it was time to start repairing and painting the boats. When the
bays opened and the ice was gone the fishermen and their families were ready to move to
their outside fishing villages for the summer fishery which usually lasted from May until late
October.
First came the salmon fishery which began in May month. The salmon fishery usually lasted
until late July. The fishermen would catch salmon and sell them to the salmon collector
boats that came around to each of the fishing villages. The salmon were sold per pound.
The prices changed from year to year depending on the market demand for the product.
When the time came for the cod fishery to begin, fishermen were ready and rearing to go,
because this was where most of the fishermen's money was earned. Every morning before
sunrise the fishermen were on the water. "They had to get what they could while the gettin
was good". This was their main source of income and it meant having bread and butter for
the winter. It was too late once the fish was gone, so no one took chances. They did not
even take the time to eat breakfast before going out in boat. They would take their grub
bag with a bit of molasses bread, hard bread and water or juice to drink.

In early years fish was very plentiful. To get a boat load of fish in one haul was normal.
When breakfast was eaten everyone was off to the stage to help clean and put away the
fish. Men, women and children all had a job to do. The fish had to be cleaned, split and
salted. After the fish was under salt for a while it had to be washed and dried. Because the
fish had to be spread outdoors to dry the fishermen had to watch for good weather and the
sunshine. Early in the morning with the sun was shining bright the fish was spread on flakes
to dry. Then in the evening, just before sunset, it was picked up again.
At last it was time to tell the tale and the fishermen were ready for some "squarin up."
The fishermen would "square up" with their merchants, pay up their expenses and with the
left over money they would buy groceries for the winter. For those who did well with the fish
this was a happy time, for some others who didn't do so well they would get their winter
groceries on credit in hopes that the next fishing season would be a better one.

1. Word Math. Add or subtract the letters specified and write the word in the space
provided. Then write a sentence using the new word.

a. Fishing - ing + ery = ________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
b. Mending - m + sp = _________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
c. Twine - tw + 1 = ___________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________

2. Match the definitions with the correct word.
a. A platform for drying fish

____Expenses

b. When the fishermen got paid for their catch

____Flakes

c. Fixing or paying for fishing nets

____"Squarin up"

and paid their bills

3. Write a story about a personal fishing experience that you have had. Remember to use
capital letters and proper punctuation.

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Our lives are not determined by what happens to us,
but how we react to what happens.

Husky Dogs
There are many different breeds of Husky dogs, but the
most popular in Labrador are the Siberian Husky, Alaskan
Malamute and the Samoyed Husky. The names of the
husky dogs originated from tribes that once inhabited
Canada.
Some of the traits that husky dogs have are: they are
smart, alert and friendly. Many people like them for pets,
but they are also known to be fierce and loyal fighters.

The word husky is used to describe dogs of mixed northern breeds which pull sleds. They
are known as a working dog.
Huskies have a double coat of thick fur which lies smooth and protects them from the cold.
A husky would rather run in the cold than sleep in a warm kennel. On average the husky
stands twenty-four to twenty-seven inches high and weighs between fifty and eighty
pounds. Their colors range from pure white to mixtures of tan, gray, silver or black and
their eyes are either brown or blue depending on the breed.

1. Fill in the Blanks.
a. The most popular breeds of huskies in Labrador are ______________, ______________
and ______________.

b. A husky would rather ______________________________ than sleep in a kennel.
c. On average a husky stands ___________________ to ___________________ inches
high and weighs between fifty and ______________ pounds.

d. Huskies are good with children but are fierce and __________________ fighters.
2. In a dictionary, find the meaning of the following words.
a. Husky
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
b. Kennel
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Newfoundland Dog
Newfoundland has its very own Newfoundland Dog. There are two theories about how they
came to Newfoundland. Some say they were brought to Newfoundland by Basque
fishermen, while others think they accompanied the Vikings in the tenth century. However
they reached Newfoundland, they ended up being companions for the Beothuk Indians.
There are many stories recognizing the bravery of the Newfoundland Dog, an animal slightly
larger then a St. Bernard. They are known for their courage and the hero of many rescues
at sea. The Newfoundland dog with its remarkable love for water are world famous for their
gentleness and faithfulness. They range in height of approximately 26 - 28 inches and weigh
110 - 150 pounds.
The Newfoundland Dog is a wonderful dog to own. They are always ready to interact with
people and very tolerant with children and they actively seek out their company. Although
they enjoy playing and are very slow to anger, they are still a very large dog and should not
be encouraged to chase or knock people down.

1. Answer the following Questions
a. What is the Newfoundland dog known for?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
b. Would you like to own a Newfoundland Dog? Why or why not?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

c. What is the approximate height and weight of a Newfoundland Dog?
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
d. Describe the behavior of the Newfoundland Dog.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

Mail Services in Labrador
Mail service years ago was quite different than today. Planes and daily mail services were
unheard of. People did not go to the post office 5 days a week and get mail each time they
went. They were fortunate to receive mail two or three times a year. Very seldom did
people receive parcels or COD's, mostly letter mail. During winter, mail was brought by dog
team, not by air plane like it is today.
The mail was brought from Comer Brook to Battle Harbour by boat when weather and ice
conditions permitted. The mail carrier at Battle Harbour then travelled from there to
Frenchmen's Island by dog team, delivering mail to all remote communities along the way.
The mail carrier from Cartwright would meet him at Frenchman's Island and carry mail up
north. No doubt the journey was long and rugged at times, having to travel in the harsh
blizzards and freezing cold temperatures. If a snow storm occurred while they were on the
trail they would build snow shelters to stay in until the storm was over. During summer, the
mail would be delivered by boat to each coastal community.
There was no such thing as post offices or mail boxes. There was a resident in each of the
communities who was responsible to take care of the mailbag once the mailman had
delivered it. To get a letter in the mail was often a treat that many looked forward to.
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Washing Clothes
Many people today throw a load of clothes in the automatic washing machine and when it
washes, they put it into the dryer. When it dries, they fold it right away so it won't wrinkle.
Years ago, on wash day people would lug water from the brook and put it on the old wood
stove to warm. Then put the water into a washing tub and scrubbed all the clothes on a
washboard.

For stained clothes, they would have an Iron pot of boiling water on the stove with
Gillette's lye in it, and soak the clothes. Then rinse the Gillette's lye out of it and wash it
again in clean water with clothes blue. The clothes was then ready to be hung outdoors on
the clothesline. When the clothes were dry, they took it in and started ironing.
irons they used back then were different then the irons used today. They would put the
irons on the old wood stove until it got hot and started ironing until the iron cooled, they
then put the cooled iron on the stove to reheat or take a hot one to continue. They would
iron everything from underwear, face cloths, towels, pillowcases, sheets and shirts.

1. Put the following words in alphabetically order
Wrinkle

Brook

Clothes

Soak

Automatic

Shirts

Water

Wash

Stained

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

___________

500 Years Celebrated
June 24, 1997 marked the 500th anniversary of the discovery of the "New Founde
Lande". In May 1497, John Cabot set sail from Bristol, England in a small ship called "the
Matthew". Guided by the sun and stars Cabot sailed across the ocean in search of far east
gold and spice. He sighted land on June 24th, 1497. Upon Cabot's discovery the news was
released that this was no ordinary land. The world's attention turned to the riches of this
New Founde Lande. Explorers and fishermen from throughout Europe set out in hopes to
find fish, new homes and to build a new world.
500 years later, to commemorate this grand discovery, a full year of spectacular
celebrations took place all across this "New Founde Lande" - the province of Newfoundland
and Labrador. People came from around the world to join in the celebrations of Cabot's
landfall. Across the province there were hundreds of festivals and special events that were
held to celebrate our land, our people and our 500 year heritage.
The highlight of the celebrations was the visit of the "Matthew". On June 24th, 1997 an
exact replica of Cabot's vessel, the Matthew, sailed into Cape Bonavista, Newfoundland. This
is believed to be the first point of land seen by Cabot on his original voyage 500 years ago.
With sails waving and hundreds of vessels greeting her, the Matthew was welcomed by Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth ll, His Royal Highness, Prince Phillip, the Duke of Edinburgh, world
leaders, Newfoundlanders and Labradorians, plus hundreds of visitors from around the
world. Each one gathered to celebrate the triumphant and joyous return.

This is a hooked mat of the "Matthew".

Following its visit to Bonavista, Cabot's replica ship visited sixteen other ports throughout
the province. They were greeted by celebrities and world leaders. They were introduced with
fireworks and formality and were welcomed by Newfoundlanders, Labradorians and visitors
from around the world. There was music, dancing, festivals, re-enactments and celebrations
at every stop.

1. Fill in the blanks.
a. In May 1497 ________ ________ set sail from ________, ________ in a small ship
called the ________.

b. The New Founde Lande is now known as the province of __________ and __________.
c. The Matthew sailed into ___________, ________ _which is believed to be the first point
of land seen by Cabot on his first voyage.

d. ______ _____, ______ marked the 500th anniversary of the discovery of Newfoundland
and Labrador.

2. Find the words in the story that has these small words hidden in them.
a. age ____________

d. ant ____________

b. fall ____________

e. very ____________

3. Do a research study on John Cabot and his discovery.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Horses used to Haul Wood
Many residents in Port Hope Simpson worked with Bowaters and cut pulpwood for a living.
The men would leave the house early in the morning to feed the horse and get it ready for a
long day in the woods.
In winter, the men used horses in the woods to haul pulpwood to the dock to be sent out on
a barge in the spring or summer. Many times the horse would be bogged in the snow and
the men would have to unharness the sled to shovel out the horse. Then harness the horse
and sled again and go on their way.
There were usually two men working with each horse, they worked from early in the
morning until dark. The horse would haul approximately 2 cords on a sled at a time and 810 cords of wood per day. When they were not loading and unloading the wood they would
take the horse and make a new road for the next day or break a road as they would say.

The horses were well trained and knew when their owner told them to move one side or go
ahead. The men took good care of the horses and talked to him as if they were talking to a
person. In the evening the horses would return to the barn and the owner would comb him
down to get all the ice off the horse and cover him with a warm rug for the night.
Horses needed a lot of care and had to be feed three times a day regardless of whether they
worked or not. In the fall, everyone was busy cutting grass which had to be dried and
bundled before the snow came. Many times this was done in the smaller fishing
communities and the bundles of hay was brought to Port Hope Simpson for the winter.

1. Answer the following Questions
a. In your own words describe why you think horses were used instead of snowmobiles?
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

b. What do you think the men would rather use in the woods, snowmobiles or horses?
Why?

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Cultural Traditions and Meals
In years gone by it was a cultural tradition to eat certain meals and to do certain things on
certain days during the week. Some of those meals and activities were:
Sunday: Sunday was a day of rest and you attended church. Nobody worked on Sunday
because it was disrespectful, but it was always a tradition to have a big cooked meal for
Sunday dinner. They cooked meat, puddings, vegetables and salt beef for the extra flavour.
For supper it was salads, pies, cakes, jelly and canned fruit.
Monday: For dinner they would have leftovers from Sunday's dinner, because nothing was
to be thrown away. For supper it was baked beans or fish. Also Monday was known as
"wash day". Water was brought from the well and heated on the stove. The washing was
done in a large galvanized tub and each garment was scrubbed on the scrubbing board.
Then it was taken and hung outdoors to dry.
Tuesday: For dinner, it was a jigs dinner; salt beef, vegetables and dough boys. The main
chore of the day was ironing. The women used irons that had to be heated on the stove as
they ironed nearly all the clothes that was washed the day before.
Wednesday: For supper, the meal would be rice soup or salmon and boiled "spuds". As
well, Wednesday was the day for baking bread, cakes and cookies. They would bake enough
to last a week.
Thursday: For dinner it was a boiled dinner with salt beef, vegetables and bread pudding.
If they were able to get some fresh meat (birds or animals) they might have stew with
gravy and pie crust. All rooms downstairs were dusted and all floors downstairs were
scrubbed on Thursday.
Friday: They would cook some kind of wild meat stew or fish. The dusting and sweeping
upstairs was done on Friday.
Saturday: For dinner they would cook pea soup and dough boys. Saturday was also known
as clean-up day, everything in the house had to be cleaned for Sunday; all floors downstairs
were scrubbed, the stove was polished, even doorsteps were scrubbed. Vegetables were
prepared for Sundays dinner.

1. Below is a list of syllables that are used to make words that you will find in traditional

meals. See how many words you can put together to fill in the blanks to complete the
sentences.
veg

po
bles

an

eau

pud

to day lec

tic

di

ful

ta per

ur ner ding

tra spect fla tion

ta din

tors dis
ces
tric

vour e

ma sat

re

toes sup

a. It was a ___________ to have a big cooked dinner on Sunday.
b. Potatoes, turnip, carrots and cabbage are ___________.
c. ________ was always known as clean-up day.
d. Our forefathers are known as our ________.
e. For our ancestors it was a tradition to have a jigs ________.
f. Salt beef added a great source of ________ to the cooked dinner.
g. ________ are also called "spuds".
h. It was ________ to work on Sunday.
i. In the days of our ancestors washing had to be done by using a tub and a scrubbing
board. They did not have ________ washers like most people have today.

j. Today we have modem ________appliances to do our work with, unlike our ancestors
who had to do everything by hand.

k. The last meal of the day is called ________.
l. Salt beef, vegetables and bread ________made a great dinner on Thursday.

"Learn to make the most of your life whatever your situation may be, for everyday
is a precious gift Use it well".

Old Home Remedies
For burns. Mix together a small amount of baking soda and water and put it on the burnt
area. Cod liver oil is also good for burns.
For coughs. Take one spoonful of molasses mixed with three drops of Minards liniment.
Our ancestors would pick Indian Tea Leaves which is a wild plant and they would boil them
and gargle the liquid, this was a good remedy for the cough.
For infections. Make a bread poultice by putting some bread (limit amount to size of
infected area) in hot water, let soak and squeeze out excess water. Put Vaseline on the
infected area to prevent the bread from sticking to it, then put the soaked bread on the
infected area and bandage it.
For boils. In your hand, cream sunlight soap with a little sugar until it looks like ointment.
Put in on the boil or infected area of the skin.
For headaches. Put some vinegar in a bowl, soak a brown paper bag in the vinegar and
put it on your forehead.
For diarrhea. Get a young birch tree, cut off the bark, put it in a saucepan with water and
boil. When boiled, take two tablespoons. It really works.
For cramps. Put two or three teaspoons of peppermint in a cup of boiling water, mix with a
teaspoon of sugar and drink it. Or try ginger wine mixed the same way.
For fly bites. Wash them in soda water to stop the itch.
For the cold. After cooking a goose, save the grease to rub on your chest and back when
you have a real bad cold. Render cod liver to oil and drink, this is another great way to fight
a bad cold.
For cuts. Put turpentine on the cut to stick it together, it helps it heal better. For real bad
cuts, put cobwebs on the cut to stop the bleeding. Dry flour put on a cut also helps stop
bleeding. Chewing tobacco leaves, rubbed on cuts helps clean the cut.
For high fever: Boil some Twin Flower, which is a wild plant found in the woods and drink
the liquid.
For toothache: Boil twigs from spruce trees and wash the inside of the mouth with the
liquid.
For baby diaper rash: Burn flour until golden brown color and sprinkle over rash.
For water or kidney problems: Boil ground juniper and drink the liquid.
Making Soap: Soap was made from Gillette's Lye, boiled beef broth and ashes. When the
old people would cook beef they would save the broth, after several portions was saved
they mixed it with Gillette's Lye and ashes from a wood fire. They boiled those three
ingredients together then poured it into a flat pan. When the mixture hardened they cut it

into several bars. The soap was used for scrubbing wooden floors, washing clothes and
whatever else needed cleaning.
Table Clothes: The women would get some thick canvas cloth, that schooner sails were
made from and paint their own designs on it to fancy them up for table clothes.

1. Answer the following question.
a. Do you know any old home remedies that are still being used today? If so list them
below.

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2. Unscramble the following words.

a. ieofntncti __________

e. enutnpietr _________

b. ednrreed __________

f. lragge _____________

c. lmdceai ___________

g. rieemsed __________

d. prmsca ___________

h. koas ______________

3. Match the medical problem with the correct remedy.
a. For fly bites

_____Twin flower

b. For toothache

_____Burned flour

c. For infections

_____Cod liver oil

d. For burns

_____Baking soda water

e. For high fever

_____Spruce twigs

f. Baby diaper rash

_____Bread poulices

g. For cuts

_____Turpentine

SEARCH A WORD
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COLD
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Antiques Dishes
Antiques are old and valuable objects that are useful, but are no longer in use. They differ in
age but must be fifty to one hundred years old before it can be considered an antique. The
item may be valuable because it is rare and serves as a reminder of past cultural traditions.
Many antiques are part of a family heritage and are passed down from generation to
generation. The pictures below are as follows: top left - sugar basin (103 years old), top
right - cup and saucer from the years of the depression (70 years old), bottom - tumbler,
jug and candy dish (100 years old).
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Old - Time Games
Years ago when people were not able to buy games to play with family and friends, they
had to be creative and make up their own games. Some of those games include:
•

Blind Man's Bluff. A player volunteers to be blind-folded. Once he has the blind-fold
on the other players begin running around poking at him. He has to try to catch
them and guess who it is. If he can tell who it is then that person has to take a turn
being blind-folded. The game continues until all players have had a turn being blindfolded.

•

Any Fish Here Uncle Joe? A blind-folded player has two towels, one towel has a
knot at the end. The towel with no knot is used as a fishing hook. The blind-folded
person pretends to be fishing when someone comes along and pulls on the hook. The
blind-folded player tries to hit them with the towel that has the knot at the end. If he
hits the person who pulled on his hook that person has to take a turn being blindfolded.

•

Button, Button, Who got the Button? Have several players set side by side, with
hands clasped, thumbs pointing up and held out in front of them. A player begins the
game by holding a button in his/her clasped hands. He/she goes around to each
player, putting his/her clasped hands into the clasped hands of each player dropping
the button in one of the players hands without letting anyone else know. All players
must try to guess who is now holding the button. Whoever guesses the right person
takes a turn going around with the button.

SEARCH A WORD
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"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters
compared to what lies within us"

Spinning Wheel
Years ago many of our ancestors owned sheep. They used the sheep wool to knit sweaters,
mitts, socks, etc. The wool was not made and bought at factories back then like it is today.
Much hard work was required in order to use this wool. First the wool had to be sheered
from the sheep, then it was washed by hand and put to dry. Once it was dried it had to be
carded into fibre. The purpose of spinning is to gather single fibres into usable yarn or
thread. Originally, people spun yarn by hand, using a distaff, which held the fibre before it
was spun and the spindle around which the yarn was wound as it was twisted. The spinning
wheel, which was introduced in Europe between the 13th and 14th centuries, improved the
hand spinning method.

This spinning wheel is 78 years old. It was hand made in 1922 and it was used years ago to
spin sheep wool.

1. Number the following sentences in order according to the text.
____
____
____
____
____
____
____

Originally, people spun yarn by hand...
The wool was not made and bought at factories back then...
The spinning wheel which was introduced in Europe...
Years ago many of our ancestors...
First the wool had to be sheered from the sheep...
Much hard work was required...
They used sheep wool to knit...

2. Making new words.
a. How many words can you make from the letters in the word ANCESTORS?
List them below.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

b. How many words can you make from the letters in the word CENTURIES?
List them below.

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

"Be persistent, for no other is as essential to success ".

Old Traditional Beliefs
Our ancestors had many different traditional and cultural beliefs which they firmly believed
and lived by each day of their lives. The following are some examples of those beliefs:
Good Friday was considered to be a very Holy day, just as Sunday was. There were certain
standards that were to be kept, they are as follows:
•

There had to be cooked fish for a least one meal during that day, but you were not
allowed to have any kind of grease with it.

•

There was to be absolutely no shedding of blood whatsoever.

•

People were not supposed to throw water outdoors.

•

It was very disrespectful to hang clothes outdoors on the clothes line.

•

Cutting wood was not allowed. The people had to bring in the wood and water on
Thursday before Good Friday.

Other Traditional Beliefs include:
•

It was considered to bring bad luck if anyone started a new chore or job on Friday.

•

If you broke a mirror you would have seven years of bad luck.

•

If you saw sea gulls flying high in the sky or any crinkle-like clouds, it was certain
that there would be hard wind.

•

It is bad luck to walk under a ladder.

•

If you buy a broom in the month of May you will sweep your family away.

•

If you leave the cover off the pot when cooking, you will see a stranger.

•

If you use two different doors to enter and leave you will have bad luck.

1. Fill in the blanks.
a. It was _______________________ to hang clothes out on the line on Good Friday.
b. Good Friday was considered a ____________ day.
2. True or False
a. Our ancestors hunted and killed on Good Friday.______
b. Our ancestors had many different Traditional and Cultural beliefs.______
c. Sea gulls flying high in the sky meant it was going to rain.______
d. Crinkle-like clouds meant there was going to be hard wind.______
e. People threw water outdoors on Good Friday.______
f. To start a new chore or job on Friday meant that you would have good luck.______
3. List some traditional beliefs that you know.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

"Nothing in this world is impossible to a willing heart. "

Hooked Mats
Hooked mats are a long time traditional craft that was first done by the Grenfell Mission
back in the 1960's. The Grenfell Mission sent the materials and had ladies learn how to hook
them. They used burlap or brin as it was known as, to draw the picture on and they then cut
it out the size they wanted. Then they made a frame to sew the brin into. Once the brin was
secured in the frame they started hooking the mat with the appropriate colours of wool. The
wool had to be hooked up through every little hole in the brin. When the mat was finished
they were sent to the Grenfell Mission. The ladies were paid a certain amount of money per
inch of mat worked. The amount of money paid depended on the size of the mat. Today, a
mat that measures 18" x 24" costs around $150.00. They make a very nice gift and add to
the decor of any home.

1. Put the following words in alphabetical order.
traditional

frame

materials

colour

sladies

wool

craft

gift

hook

mats

grenfell

sew

cost

decor

brin

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

______________

2. Write a sentence for the following words.
a. Traditional: _____________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
b. Craft: _________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
c. Materials: ______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
d. Sew: __________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

"A bump in the road is either an obstacle to be fought or
an opportunity to be enjoyed... it is all up to you ".

Recipes
Baked Beans
2 lbs. beans

1 med onion, sliced

¼ cup brown sugar

¼ cup ketchup

½ cup molasses

1 tsp. mustard

¾ lb. salt pork, sliced

Pepper to taste

Cover beans in cold water and boil until tender. Drain beans and put in a deep casserole
dish. Stir in remaining ingredients and bake at 350 degrees until brown. Serve hot with
freshly baked bread. Delicious!!

1. Plural means more than one. Add S to the following words to make them more than one.
(Example: WORD + S = WORDS).

a. Onion ______________

b. Cup _________________

c. Ingredient. __________

d. Degrees ______________

2. Suffixes are word endings such as s, es, ed, er, y, ly, ing and ious. List all the words in
the recipe above that have a suffix.

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

Pork Bang Belly
2 cups bread crumbs (soaked and squeezed)
½ cup molasses
½ cup pork scrunchins
a pinch of cinnamon
Mix all above ingredients together, put in a square baking pan and bake for 20 minutes at
350 degrees.
1. Write your favourite recipe.
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________

"We make a living by what we get; we make a life by what we give".

Jelly Roll
1/3 cup shortening
1 cup sugar
1 ¼ cups flour
3 eggs

1 tbsp. salt
2 tbsp. baking powder
½ cup cold water
your choice of jam or jelly

Beat together sugar, shortening and salt. Add beaten egg yolks and water. Then add
flour, baking powder and beaten egg whites. Pour in a shallow baking pan lined with
waxed paper. Bake at 375 degrees for 20 minutes. Carefully turn from pan on to a towel.
Cut off the edges. Spread with your choice of jam or jelly. Roll up in the towel while
warm. Dust with powdered sugar.

1. Use the clues listed below to unscramble the words and fill in the blanks.
akeb

pedsar

nveo

tarwe

a. Used to bake things in. ___________
b. A clear liquid that helps quench thirst. ___________
c. To cover a surface with something means to ___________
d. To cook in an oven means to ___________

"The best way to predict the future is to create it"

Salt Pork Buns
1 cup salt pork, cubed
½ cup molasses
1 ½ cups water
4 cups flour

¼ cup butter
8 teaspoons baking powder
½ teaspoon salt

Fry out salt pork; drain well. Mix dry ingredients in a bowl, add butter. Add fried pork and
mix until pork is well scattered throughout the batter. Combine molasses and water, add to
the flour mixture and stir. Roll out on a floured board to ½ inch thickness, cut out with a
glass. Place on a floured baking sheet. Bake at 400 degrees for 15 minutes.

1. Answer the following questions.
a. Which is the biggest measure ¼ or ½? ___________________
b. List the dry ingredients in the recipe above? ___________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
c. What does combine mean? You may use a dictionary.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Fish and Brewis
Cut up fish (fish may be salted or fresh) if salted cover with cold water and soak overnight.
Split cakes of hard bread and soak overnight in cold water. In the morning, change the
water on the fish and bring to a boil. Boil for 20 minutes or until the fish is tender. Remove
from the heat, drain and remove any bones.
Bring hard bread to a boil. When bubbles begin to form remove from heat and drain
immediately. Combine cooked fish and hard bread. Serve with "scrunchins". These are
small cubes of fat pork fried until golden brown.
Newfoundland and Labrador families serve fish and brewis regularly, especially for Sunday
morning breakfast. Sometimes the brewis is served with bacon or ham instead of fish. The
fish, of course, is the salt fish and the brewis is made from the "hard tack" or hard bread.

1. Write a recipe that is old-fashioned or have been used in your family for a long time.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Clothes Wringer
Years ago electric spin washers, automatic washers and clothes dryers were unknown. Each
garment of clothing was washed and wrung out by hand, this meant a lot of hard work and
strained wrists. Clothes take a long time to dry especially if there wasn't much wind to blow
it out. The wringer then took the place of wringing clothes by hand, which made it so much
easier to get the water out.
The clothes were put through the wringer with the rotating handle on the side.

Make your own SEARCH A WORD using words from the text on Clothes Wringer.

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

_______________

General Electric Radio

The picture above is a 10 tube, 3 band, all-wave, battery operated radio. This radio is
approximately 85 years old. For many of our ancestors it was the first link of communication
with the outside world. It was always a pleasure to sit and listen to the Gerald S. Doyle
News broadcast on the radio. If there were any important public announcements that
needed to be sent over the air, the Gerald S. Doyle news was the station to tune into. For
an evening of entertainment, the folks would tune into such programs as The Big Six; Don
Messer and His Islanders; and The Betty 0'Tool Show. The singing and the music was
always a pleasure to listen to.

1. Fill in the blanks.
a. The general electric radio was ________ years old.
b. For many of our _____________ it was the first link of _______________ with the
outside world.

c. It was always a pleasure to sit and listen to the _____________________ on the radio.
2. Answer the following questions.
a. What programs did people listen to on the radio?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
b. What does the word communication mean? You may use a dictionary.
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
"Learn to make the most of your life whatever your situation may be,
for everyday is a precious gift. Use it well".

Newfoundland And Labrador Slang
1. Match the definitions.
a. Far'ard

____a cup of tea or lunch

b. Dout

_____to put out

c. Dear

_____ a bad smell

d. Fousty

_____ the bow of a boat

e. Mug-up

_____very expensive

f. Pogey

_____to hurry

g. Scravel

_____ ship

h. Smatchy

_____ food that smells bad

i. Steamers

_____unemployment cheque

j. Vexed

_____to get mad

Newfoundland And Labrador Slang
1. Match the words on the left with the right meaning.

a.

Deaf as a Mattic

____

to walk very slow

b.

Clout

____

knick knacks

c.

Crousty

____

a smack on the side of the head

d.

Gillguys

____

a bad mood

e.

Eat you out of house and home

____

someone who is hard of hearing

f.

Cockying

____

hard on the grub and good for
nothing

g.

Gut like a harbour tom cod

____

bad hair day

h.

Reave

____

jumping on ice pans

i.

Like a birch broom in the fits

____

someone with a big belly

j.

Moazy

____

to go fast

Glossary
Bergy Bits: small pieces of ice which breaks off icebergs.
Boil-up: to cook a meal outdoors over a campfire.
Break in: a time when dogs are trained to improve their performance.
Brin: material used to draw pictures on for hooked mats.
Calico: plain white unbleached cotton.
Carded: the process of combing wool before it is spun.
Clothes Blue: cubes or powder used to make clothes whiter.
COD'S: cash on delivery or parcels that has to be paid for at the time they are received by
mail.
Communication: the act of exchanging information whether by speaking or by writing. It is
a means of communicating, especially a system for sending and receiving messages.
Discarded: something thrown away.
Distaff: a stick for holding the fibre from which the thread is made, in the process of hand
spinning.
Dough boys: balls of dough that is cooked with a jiggs dinner.
Freeze-up: is when large bodies of water are frozen enough to travel on by snowmobile.
Firing Line: the place where target shooting takes place.
Foot Machine: a non electric sewing machine which works by the use of a foot pedal.
Gandies: bread dough that is flattened and cut in various sizes then fried in cooking oil or
butter.
Gillett's Lye: a chemical used in boiling water to whiten clothes.
Hand Machine: a non electric sewing machine which works by use of the hand wheel.
Hard Tack: hard bread.
Himper: a small container or dipper used when berry picking to fill a larger container.
Ingredients: all food substances need to form a mixture.
Labrador Band: several dogs howling at the same time.

Labrathon: a game played in the Labrador Winter Games.
Lug: to carry something.
New Founde Lande: the land that was first discovered by John Cabot.
Outhouse: an outdoor toilet.
Pinch: the amount of salt or spices that can be held between the index finger and thumb
when pinched together.
Rearing: to care for young pups.
RT Set: a radio telephone.
Scoff: a big meal.
Scrunchins: small cubes of fried pork.
Scuffin: another word for dancing.
Servant Girl: a woman who was hired to work in a person's home.
Sod Buildings: buildings made from earthen sods.
Sports Day: the day when a town hosts sports activities.
Spuds: another name for potatoes.
Squarin up: the time when fishermen got paid for their summers catch of fish and paid
their bills.
Tender: to cook until very soft or easy to tear apart.
The Matthew: a replica of the ship that John Cabot sailed in when he discovered
Newfoundland.
The Time: a dance or sports day.
Tilts: Labrador term for trappers cabins.
Toboggan: a sled used to pull or slide on.
UNESCO: United Nations Educational Scientific Culture Organization.
Ulu: a special knife used to remove fat from sealskins.
Wash Day: a day designated to wash clothes.

